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(Romanian man falsely accused,   ,  ) 

 

(:11).  In the last weeks huge changes have taken place that will change the course of 

the KF. I have promised that I will not teach from today onwards and I'll explain why 

and then we'll carry on. We were in Romania some weeks ago and asked to speak to one 

group. We were accused of supporting pedophile groups. (:13).  .. As we setup the 

world government we have to be correct in our conduct and supporting the innocent. 

The man in Romania was (falsely) accused of pedophilia and we supported him, DL and 

Sylvester went around with him ?? but these guys are criminals and didn't tell you the 

truth, because this is how they can do because they are well paid by their paymasters. 

He was acquitted by international court ?? . How safe are they in South Korea? (:16). As 

we set up the World Government, we support the innocent who have been imprisoned 

and will free them. We will not jump on the bandwagon just to be (accepted by 

everybody). When we know we are clear (correct) we support. When we release the 

French court then you'll know the man is innocent. When Sterling was put in prison he 

(DL) jumped to support him because he is on his own team. Be correct, as we bring 

world peace we also bring peace to those falsely imprisoned. KF will stand for human 

rights and total freedom of the soul of the Man. This past week we have had the 

meetings of the World and Universal Councils, heard there voices and it has been 

recorded for the archives, then later you'll understand why they were chosen. (:18). I 

have called for a meeting of the core teams, we haven't met for a long time. We'll 

gathered together in Ghana for the opening of the SSI in Ghana. We'll start putting right 

whatever mistakes we have made. We have seen some groups try to infiltrate and effect 

the work of the KF, we saw it with the French woman, this was our weakness, we saw 

their work in Dubai and now we see the same group appearing in France and Italy in the 

conference. So we will not have conferences where these people can infiltrate and 

damage the work of the Foundation and prevent it from doing its work. In this respect 

the conferences from now on will be categorized for doctors or engineers, etc,  (:20).  or 

only for those who are registered and qualified for that part of the work will be allowed 

to join the conferences. This is a learning curve for all of us, as we see the abuse we'll 

adjust that we will still share the knowledge with the others but we do not let them to 

touch us or our families or interfere with the running (of the organization) with the 

falsified image of who and what they are. We will protect the KF and its family. From 

the process of the conferences we learned and shared a lot from our scientists. In that 

process we learned that a lot of you don't do the N coating the right way. 56 

 

(:33).  

(:39).  Tests in Japan on mice injected with cancer, after 9 days disappeared.  

(:53).  

(:55).  A gentleman has gifted the The KF Ghana a Raman spectroscopy instrument, and 

he will move to Ghana and will build the Space Station, cost of about 25 million dollars, 

and he is going there to build it himself as he is in that business, which will start by end 

of the month. He will deliver within 3 months the whole of the Space Center, hospital, 

clinic, Research and launch pad. It was our wish to build this center and it is for 

humanity to be given this gift. The man who is giving the donation is also building it. 

(:57). He is so proud to be there and we thank him and his family who are moving there 

with him. This donation will come change the course and we will come very fast in that 

direction. In Italy land near the sea for a launch pad has been given after the Rome 

meeting. The house for the Universal Council will be built here, or World Peace 



council.  (1:00). That anybody can enter the Peace Council by the space through the 

open sea so that no Visa will be required. It is coming thick and fast. A lot of people 

were watching what we will do, the change came when we moved into Ghana Atomic. 

More and more wealthy people around the world have been waiting for the KF to show 

a real dedication in moving and they move with us. I will stay in the Middle east until 

the power unit is completed. ... by consumption of the ZnO2 waters, patches, etc. we 

elevate the soul of the man that he doesn't want to fight anymore. (1:02).  We got a gift 

of Gans from AZ which will be used to feed the man through the pipeline.  We elevate 

the soul of the man and eliminate his hunger.   .. I am sure within the next few weeks 

the Ghana project will be completed. Due to problems with the states, with opening of 

Ghana will be limited only to the members of the Earth and Universal Councils. (1:05). 

We will not allow the misconduct of the last 2 conferences in Dubai and Rome last 

week to be repeated. You deprived humanity because of your stupidity, now we 

selectively teach humanity that they only learn what is good for the man. This is the 

work of a master and I am a master in what I do. 37 

 

(1:17). 

  

(1:21).  

(1:34). Questions. When we keep Gans Water in a jar for months sometimes we get a 

dark residue at the bottom, what is this, C or something else? We now have a Raman 

Spectroscopy, send it to us and we can test it. I don't know what you've done, because 

we get the same things from Cu and CH3. It's no use guessing, we'll test it. (1:36).  Azar 

asks, I didn't understand what happened in the room in Rome, was it a soul? No, it was a 

presence of what we call our friends. We were looking for Physicality but there was 

none? It was there but the body wasn't aware of it. He explains about the Iranian New 

year, it's 12 days, started March 1st on the first day we leave what we grow, wheat, a 

sign of new life of Spring, on the 13th day we take that into the open that the new life 

starts, make a wish and tie in a knot of seedling, then throw into the water that the wish 

becomes for the whole planet earth. He said to her because she is single, to wish for a 

man. She says you have to tie a tree if you want to wish for peace on earth, no we have 

to tie the whole earth. (1:40).  To understand the culture it's not just speaking it but the 

E behind it. (1:42). Q: If we want to measure the Pl, how to N coat a computer for 

measurement? I don't know. I don't think you put the computer in caustic. You are not 

wrong. Look at the Iranian capture of the drone, when it was captured nothing was 

changed, the printed circuits couldn't be copied, Iranians copied everything. Understand 

what this implies. (1:44). If you connect a MaGrav S to your house and it will N coat 

the house wiring, it goes black. So this teaches 2 things, first is you don't need to N coat 

with caustic, second thing is you can cross the fields of the Pl to encapsulate the whole 

computer that it becomes part of the Pl itself. It's like when you put the food in your 

mouth, it goes from matter to become part of the Gans state. Now you know how to N 

coat anything without actually touching it. You don't need to N coat it for it to behave 

(like a Pl), you create an environment that is in a Gans state that it behaves as a 

superconductor in a position. You can change the present computers by bringing them 

into the field of operation of the System you make. By N coating you destroy because it 

changes its characteristics, but by encapsulating it. Go back to one of the patents, if you 

understood how to N coat a box, you can put anything in that box and take it across all 

the x-ray machines in the airports and nobody will see what's inside it. Secondly they 

don't even see the material. (1:46).  unless your N coat isn't good enough that the fields 

might touch something and they see red, because it's a dynamic living the field transfer 



will go through it. The only option for you is to create an environment that you can 

change ?? it when you need it to be a specific way. I really enjoyed when I saw the 

capture because it showed the superiority of the T. Nothing put more fear in the whole 

of the American security and government then seeing that aircraft being brought out, 

copycatting, now you can buy cheap what before sold for billions. They captured it as a 

whole and didn't change the structure, (? they didn't N coat it). When you do caustic you 

change the structure. So if you want to cover it, put it in a field that you can control it, 

that's much easier. The material will gradually change into a N ?? the whole thing has to 

change at the same time. ... you don't extract, if you want to extract plastic out of a 

component,  (1:48). you make what Peter did, 2 cores with the presence of it, but it has 

to be extracting the other ?? what you want left inside. How do you target a precise 

matter or part?  ... you can limit the MG field so the effect of this earth doesn't go to the 

whole of the U, it goes, but the effectiveness of it is limited to 1600 km, it's the 

effectiveness that you control. .. I think somebody is going to do that very soon, (target 

a specific part). 49 19 

(1:52).  

(1:56).  

... even the stone has a soul,  if you can teach the stone's soul that by moving it creates a 

pleasure that I can share with you, ?? the pleasure of seeing you move it will move 

because you find balance with it.  .. we are researching the Sheiks. His line is from 

Mahamoma ?? .. like your line is from .. he is your cousin.   (2:00).     we showed you 

how to make material with the CO2 kit, try to make as many materials as you can. If 

you don't see anything it doesn't mean that it has failed, you have to move the 

equipment (around) until you see something. If you create the conditions of gold, but 

there is none in the atmosphere it doesn't mean that you failed, it just wasn't there at the 

time to deliver. Change the speed and density and see what happens, do you get more 

Cu or gold. The object is not to make gold, but to start learning how we can change and 

transfer fields into matter state. We ?? the Gans but we transfer the fields of the energy 

in the compression of the fields to manifest themselves as Gans', now this is the next 

step. (2:03). A man made a health cup, the Gans water changed field orientation from 

South to North pole. (2:06).  ... we teach so freely, then some people learn from us and 

then make out that they are the teachers and know so much. When you are so arrogant 

that you think you are in charge, you have already lost the game. You loose even the 

knowledge that inspired you to learn. With DL or Derek, we have put all that he has 

written about KF and my work on the website. There are 2 things, he has been 

misguided or he was working on a plan, or he is working on a new plan that shows ??  If 

you have seen any entries by Derek or Sylvester and his team, bring it in, let's put it on 

the table. Bring the positive energy, ?? then it's for them to show what they have done 

and do.  (2:09). There was 10 years of praising, then when a pedophile gets captured 

then he turned his story.   .. he reads some of DL praises of Keshe. (2:11). 41 

(2:24). 54 

(2:37).  Caroline wants to teach equal to Keshe.  

end.  

 

 


